ABSTRACT

Intermedial Ontologies: Strategies of Preparedness, Research and Design in Real Time Performance Capture

The paper introduces and inspects core elements relative to the ‘live’ in performances that utilize real time Motion Capture (MoCap) systems and cognate/reactive virtual environments by drawing on interdisciplinary research conducted by Matthew Delbridge (University of Tasmania), and the collaborative live MoCap workshops carried out in projects DREX and VIMMA (2009-12 and 2013-14, University of Tampere). It also discusses strategies to revise manners of direction and performing, practical work processes, questions of production design and educational aspects peculiar to technological staging.

Through the analysis of a series of performative experiments involving 3D real time virtual reality systems, projection mapping and reactive surfaces, new ways of interacting in/with performance have been identified. This poses a unique challenge to traditional approaches of learning about staging, dramaturgy, acting, dance and performance design in the academy, all of which are altered in a fundamental manner when real time virtual reality is introduced as a core element of the performative experience. Meanwhile, various analyses, descriptions and theorisations of technological performance have framed up-to-date policies on how to approach these questions more systematically. These have given rise to more sophisticated notions of preparedness of performing arts professionals, students and researchers to confront the potentials of new technologies and the forms of creativity and art they enable. The deployment of real time Motion Capture systems and co-present virtual environments in an educational setting comprise a peculiar but informative case of study for the above to be explored.
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Intermedial Ontologies: Strategies of Preparedness, Research and Design in Real Time Performance Capture

MATTHEW DELBRIDGE, RIku ROIHANKORPI

Through analyses of performative experiments involving the real time stream of Motion Capture into modeled screen based reactive surfaces and environments, new ways of interacting in and with performances have been identified. This poses a unique challenge to traditional approaches of learning about staging, dramaturgy, acting, dance and performance design in the academy, all of which are fundamentally altered when real time virtual reality (VR) is introduced as a core element of the live performative experience. Meanwhile, various descriptions and theorisations of technological performance have framed up-to-date policies on how to approach these questions more systematically. These mentioned processes have given rise to more sophisticated notions of preparedness for performing arts professionals, students and researchers to confront the potentials of new technologies and the forms of creativity they enable. The deployment of real time Motion Capture systems and co-present virtual environments in an educational setting comprise a peculiar but informative case of study for the above to be explored.

The paper introduces and inspects core elements relative to the ‘live’ in performances that utilize real time Motion Capture (MoCap) or, in the present case, Performance Capture (PeCap) systems and cognate/reactive virtual reality environments. It also discusses intermedial strategies to revise manners of performing and directing, practical work processes and questions of production design, preparedness and education peculiar to technological staging. The inquiry draws on the interdisciplinary research conducted by Matthew Delbridge and the live PeCap workshops in projects Drex and VIMMA between 2012-13 (University of Tampere, Finland). The project Drex developed technologies to introduce new intermedial methods of interaction to diverse spatial infrastructures, while VIMMA has concentrated on the strategic development of mixed reality, virtual and sensor-based performance in live productions. Both have provided a platform for revising user-centered (performer and performance designer-centered) working methods of 1) live and telematic (remotely modified) artistic productions; 2) live-oriented broadcasting, animation and game industry; as well as 3) related performer and designer education on under- and postgraduate levels.

The projects’ practice-based workshops have mainly studied the unique performative environment of PeCap. Real time performance with screen space, directly translated from physical space, has been under-theorized before now, and is best understood through practical exercises undertaken in MoCap studios. The sense of space and address constructed in the exercises reveal the techniques employed to maintain an intermedial ontology that relies significantly on the performer’s awareness of a virtual potential and substrate in the very process of performing. This awareness is based on witnessing and learning from specific modes of action that bring many traditional ways of directing and acting closer to the methods of technological performance.
We have selected seven key terms central to the establishment of an intermedial ontology for real time Performance Capture. Definitions of Motion Capture (MoCap), Performance Capture (PeCap), The Omniscient Frame, avatar, intermediality, virtuality and performance are drawn from a variety of sources with elements to each added where necessary. The deployment of these terms, whether borrowed, redefined or introduced for the first time to the lexicon of performance, assist in grounding PeCap as a legitimate mode of practice and discourse in intermedial studies.

In their account of technology and aesthetics in contemporary performance entitled Multimedia Performance, Rosemary Klich and Edward Scheer describe MoCap systems aptly as ‘combinations of computer hardware and software that together enable the production of 3-D digital representations of actual recorded moving bodies’. While Klich and Scheer discuss recorded bodies and motions here, Matthew Delbridge’s work, the projects Drex and Vinna, and a large number of artistic productions utilizing MoCap emphasize the real time use of the captured data. This means investing in both the real and the virtual modes of performing simultaneously and treating their specific ontological features as organic elements of an intermedial performance. Moreover, in the present study we wish to stress the term ‘Performance Capture’ (all performative aspects of staging a live performance with motion sensing technology and studying its peculiarities) over ‘Motion Capture’ (the technological means and concepts required to do this), as the latter does not encompass the performative mode required to successfully drive, inhabit and co-exist in the binary of physical and virtual space. The research has engaged the said technology and means of performance by looking at their real and virtual potential as a performative whole – consisting of the real and virtual settings, the concrete venue of performance; the delivery of the text used; the overall psycho-physical performance of the actors/dances and the new experiences of live performance achieved through the work.

Just as importantly, we wish to distinguish our orientation in using the technology from other contemporary ways of employing MoCap/PeCap, which are often economically motivated, namely performances involved with games, animation and feature films. In his Game Developer’s Dictionary, Dan Carreker defines PeCap as “[highly detailed recordings of the movements that make up an actor’s facial expressions to reproduce them digitally].” We suggest that PeCap, best properly introduced by the Robert Zemeckis feature film production The Polar Express (2004), is much more complicated than the reproduction of facial expressions. It describes the total recording of a performance without cuts using a MoCap system. Capturing an entire performance in one take allows for traditional framing questions and dramatic devices to be employed post-performance. This in and of itself presents a revolutionary concept to the preparedness of directors and performers working with recorded media and offers limitless opportunities to the ongoing development of scene and character while on set. It eases frame selection in the generation of content and allows editing to be completed after the act, in a sense retarring the methods of traditional film making to the stage. The primary distinction from traditional filmmaking arrives with the theatrical approach to performance, central to PeCap, as it allows the exploration and capture of a whole scene to be undertaken in real time unhindered by device limitations (like the frame). The freedom PeCap enables is clear of the hurdles encountered in the profiled set up and continuity of film production. It abandons the onerous repetition required with the ongoing reset and reframing of physical environment, allowing performance to occur and its inherent theatricality to re-emerge. Also, it should be noted that many animation enthusiasts tend to look with disdain at the work of Zemeckis, claiming that PeCap diminishes the role of the animator. We do not seek to counter these claims, but propose that an alternative view to analyzing performance and the training and preparedness of performers, directors and scenographers can be facilitated through a practical examination of performing and designing for PeCap environments. PeCap remains mostly absent in literature and as such not covered in formal studies available in our academies and institutions. Uncovering what happens in the act of generating performance in a MoCap studio reveals that there are unique production processes at play. The theorization and framing of the practice of PeCap highlights the hybridity of this mode of production.

Many descriptions of PeCap in the film industry come close to the technical parameters of our experiments, calling it an “actor-dependent and -driven” method of production whose primary instrument is the performer’s imagination (with very little to work in terms of setting etc.). They emphasize the differences and the dynamic relationships between a corporeal performance and its virtual or on-screen equivalent (for example, the need for exaggerated movements in the real). Yet, these approaches share the objectives of game production by relying on complex computer-driven post-production processes and by generating polished performative units that respond to our expectations of audiovisual storytelling and reify the modern Western interdependence between aesthetic and economic profit or consumption. As a partial but substantial departure from this relationship, the discussed workshops have embraced PeCap with the capricious qualities of live production, and thus with the performative capacity of glitches, kinaesthetic disproportions and aesthetic transformations occurring à la carte. This does not deny the fact that live PeCap experiments require close pre-production collaboration with studio technicians and specialists of coding.

Next, we will proceed to define the key concepts that comprise our understanding of the relationship between PeCap and artistic performance. First, there is the Omniscient Frame, a term used to describe the frame that an Optical Motion Capture system records within. The concept is intimately linked to the concept of Capture Volume, the amount of space that a MoCap system can see. This revitalized frame is enabled by the capacity of a MoCap system’s camera array to record within a volume, to plot and reproduce the movement of performance in a screen based impression that includes the height and width of the 2D frame of traditional film, and the captured depth of movement in space. The Omniscient Frame is the primary mechanism employed in the capture of live performance for filmic, game and theatrical production using a MoCap system. The concept of a framing mechanism that captures performance globally challenges the played intention of performance to a frame. When performance is captured in this environment, depending on the Capture Volume, all framing decisions can be made both after and during the capture event. The Omniscient Frame challenges our understanding of performance generally as it drastically shifts the potential location of the audience, and reclaiming PeCap as a medium or a mode of intermediality (a method and an environment of intermedial performance) is inextricably linked to this understanding.

To provide some context around framing in MoCap, it is useful to employ the more commonly understood concept of the frame from film. The neutrality of a chosen pictorial frame (as manipulated by early manual camera focus), a particular capture frame rate (as manipulated by early manual camera handles) or even capture time available (as dictated by the physical footage of film able to be carried in the camera) is only brought into question in MoCap after the movement has been captured. The truly impulsive document that records a performance assumes a frame, focus and length of record that remains impartial. The standard frame capture rate (or frequency) deployed in film – the rate at which individual frames or images are captured consecutively – is 24-30 frames per second (fps). An individual MoCap Camera deployed as part of the system (that may involve up to 100 individual cameras) in a dedicated network or array captures at a standard rate of 250 fps and contextualizes how much performance is captured in the process. This is especially the case when the frame is not limited by the restriction of the window.

As the MoCap system and its capture of the movement of a group of markers replicates the movement of a subject in a screen based version of three dimensions, it presents a paradigm shift for our traditional conception of the frame. Apart from a direct concentration on the actual scene, the specified performed intention is negated. Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the outer limitations of the Omniscient Frame. The deployment of a panel sphere to this renewed notion of framing still allows for the existence of the window frame that looks into the sphere facilitated by the ‘panels’ that make up its composition. The panel sphere offers a
perspective of the framing MoCap enables – only limited by the size and scope of the Capture Volume the performance takes place within.

The existence of an 'avatar' to be activated with the captured human movement of performers is a central aspect of this work. In this instance we define the avatar not so much as Merleau-Ponty's “diasbolic contraption”

18 for there still resides elements of corporeality in the driving and control of this digital figure. Our notion of avatar is more akin to Craig's “Übermarionette” or Baudrillard’s “clockwork contraption of man”

19 as the presence of its driver (the performer) is a central aspect of the device’s existence. The interaction(s) we explore with the avatar are in line with Siva Popa’s notion of first/third person interactions where “in first-person perspective [...] effectively the screen functions as the avatar’s eyes. In third-person, the [...] point of perspective floats somewhere behind (and often slightly above) the avatar, so that the avatar’s body is in the centre foreground of the frame of vision.”

20 Both the first-person and the third-person perspectives – the avatar’s field of vision and a more directorial position – acknowledge the co-existence of actual and virtual objects and elements in the binary of the performance environment, and thus affect the agency of the avatar, its driver, and the specific intermedial modality/ontology they produce. These conditions can also be analyzed with Robert Wechtler’s imperatives “input”, “output”, and “compliance”

21 where the avatar awaits the external input/output condition, but remains completely connected to the performer at the centre of the MoCap environment.

As the discussed environment weaves together physical and virtual media and makes them interact through simultaneity of actions, we discuss ‘inter-mediality’ as an animate and non-absolute ontological state with which to observe the performative status of an intermedial stage or performer. To use the key terms set by Freda Chapple and Chiel Kattenbelt, the latter exhibits a relative freedom in moving between the tangible, “the cinematic/televisual” and “the cyberspatial” body, image and space, while maintaining a peculiar conception of time through the captured and rejoined image frames of the MoCap process.22 The performer is thus treated not as an operator or a counterpart of an audiovisual or a tangible medium (image, video, sound, setting) but as an (inter)medium in himself, an organic means of a performative entity or continuum. Ontology, in this equation, denotes the description or the presentation of the conditions immanent to the said state – whether articulated through a performance or an analytic view. At hand is then the modern view of performance, which claims that the performers not only embody the means and the gestalt of representation, but produce the potentials of the world in and by their performance.23

Due to defining PeCap as a performative whole that does not treat its virtual element merely as a layer of representation but as a way of being in the world and producing it, some further terms need to be addressed. When virtuality is understood as a performative phenomenon in itself, it remains “a potential/capacity to realize and challenge different cultural, social and artistic practices and ideologies.”24 This responds to Rob Shields’ vision of the virtual, according to which “[t]he Virtual itself can be said to be a capacity to be actualized as a singular, concrete object. Actualization is performative – the Virtual itself is a multiplicity which can be actualized in different ways. If it is known by its effects, then it is known through a specific instantiation, not as a whole. It thus retains its creative character as an ontological category pertinent to discussions of change, becoming, genesis, development, emergence, autopoiesis, the genetic power of codes as well as of codings themselves.”25

The virtuality of existence is thus defined both as a potential and a substrate of actuality, “the very coherence of (its) existence”, and therefore as a means of becoming, “a performance of extemporaneousness wherein an entity becomes structured, informed, manifested and compounded, modelled without the restrictions of matter or a static [...] form or a model operating in the background.”

27 The term ‘existence’, then, needs to be examined as a condition of “standing outside of oneself” (cf. Lat. existere; to come forth), a constant process of adopting an exterior position which determines one’s being as through a subjective relation with the world, a formation of presence.28 This mode of establishing presence bears directly on the considerations of presence, environment and ecology by Gabriella Giannachi, who sees that presence “is about the continuous unfolding of the subject into what is other to it”, while “environment defines [...] what remains other to it” but is “necessary for presence to occur”. By not including “the position of the subject” but by hosting “the traces left by the remains of what was excluded in the construction of presence”, an environment signifies a quasi-familiar field of operation (a virtuality) that does not belong directly to the act of making something present or actual.29

The imperfect nature of PeCap and the co-presence of the real and the virtual also demand a broader understanding of what is meant by the term ‘performance’ in this context. The term needs to be treated both as a general category of giving form to the positioning of the above concepts, and as a dynamic system acknowledging their active role in this process. This strategy presents performance as a shared or individual act, event, gesture or emergence/manner of individual, representation, medium or media, by which intentions, expectations, influences, social/corporeal domains and ideas depart from or receive their commonly recognizable articulations. Thus, in and by a performance one encounters 1) the conceptual and the concrete modes and forms through which a given state of affairs is expressed, articulated per formatum (by or in relation to a composition – a structure and a dramaturgy); 2) the abstract and the tangible capacities with which this process is carried out and the implicit (corresponding) capacities of the articulated phenomena and 3) the (essentially virtual) capacity to transform
and even transcended the mentioned articulations and the continuities they embody.

The above definitions provide a background for our understanding of PeCap as a mimetic capacity for forms that seek no uniform (intermedial) enunciation for conceptual approaches, but allows virtual and corporeal expressions to co-exist qua performance. The simultaneity of the latter two is central to their intermedial genealogy in informative PeCap practices. While the translation of the real to the virtual (and vice versa) does not need to refer to any distinct means of embodying ideas or intangible media, it does exhibit the co-existence of actuality and its potentials qua virtuality. The approach then communicates with what Eckersall, Grehan and Schere mean by “dramaturgy” in their elaboration of “New Media Dramaturgy”, where the former is treated as “a transformational, interstitial and translation practice” that “bridges ideas and their compositional and embodied enactment”.

However, due to the practice-led approach employed in the Drex and Vimma workshops, for dramaturgy we receive the role of delineating the overall organization of the technological, psychophysical, textual and virtual factors of PeCap performances and the processes preparing their workflows.

**TOWARDS THE INTERMEDIATE ONTOLOGIES OF PECAP: INTERACTION, PRESENCE, DIRECTION**

Matthew Delbridge’s work and the projects Drex and Vimma have tackled the above questions with a number of innovative approaches. Delbridge’s work and the projects Drex and Vimma have tackled the above questions with an international network of researchers and arts representatives. The practical means of approaching it have included the use of a 16-camera Motion Analyser Optical MoCap System to generate a mode of virtual and intermedial performance and the study of related virtual environments; the use of markerless MoCap systems (Kinect and Leap Motion technology); telepresent environments in live-telematic productions and voice synthesis / virtual voice developed for intermedial environments. The ultimate aim of the work is their systematic use in various production contexts. Each performed soliloques from *Hamlet*, *Othello* and *Macbeth* and were captured using a standard 48 marker full body marker set that did not include the additional stream of facial or hand capture. In the series of three exercises (Single Camera Exercise, Multi Camera Exercise and Hand Frame Exercise) the notion of the circular was amplified by the performers’ navigation of, and performance within, a screen-based model of the Rose ‘Theatre’. The Rose is a venue similar in nature to the Globe, but with a smaller stage area that amplifies the cylindrical nature of the space. The exploration of the cylindrical model enhanced the spherical nature of the 360-degree capture frame and the architectural characteristics of the venue. The participants thus faced a number of navigation challenges, and the delivery of the soliloquies – rhythm, orientation, physical emphases, spatial distances, inter-human/ avatar dynamics – not only informed the historical extent of the performances, but also offered the actors a new intermedial mode of communicating and altering their performative presence. Initially, they found it hard to decide whether to concentrate on physical acting techniques (replicated by the screen) or to rely on the psychology of the texts, but the 360-degree frame helped each performer to observe the overall context of their actions and thus to associate the two aspects.

Spatial feedback and simulation can be explored practically in MoCap by placing virtual cameras within the performer’s marker set. Connecting aspects of replicated global framing through the real-time capture and stream of performance captured, within the 360-degree camera array, facilitates the relationship between physical and virtual space. Aspects of the circular attention of space are amplified when the virtual camera is placed within the marker set. When the performer uses the virtual camera as a device, it enables focus on their performance in terms of the architectonics of the screen-based environment their movement populates. This further enhances an understanding of circular space and encourages the performer to adapt perspectives of spatial design and direction to his psychophysical orientation. The virtual camera is then central to two modes of circular exploration. The first mode concentrates on solo performance (single camera) and the second on group performance (multiple cameras). In the foreground of Figure 3 you can see the virtual camera revealed in the avatar (SAA) on the screen. One is highlighted in green in the centre of the screen, and the other on the right hand side sitting at the top of the revealed skeleton.

![Fig. 3. Virtual cameras mounted into marker set. Image: Delbridge 2012.](image-url)
SINGLE CAMERA EXERCISE

In this exercise a virtual camera is placed within the upper chest of the subject to generate a single perspective in virtual space. This transplants the performer from the physical environment onto (or into) the screen with a perspective aimed at replicating the ‘vision’ of the object. Through various incarnations of camera placement the chest emerged as the most stable camera position as it provides the least amount of movement. When the camera is placed on the head marker, for example, the environment constantly shifts. While it may seem that the camera perspective is best placed above the neck, the amount of movement generated from this position is remarkable. In Figure 3 the background screen shifts with minimal movement of the actors as they seek a mode of performance that can connect with the upper balcony of The Rose Model.

This exercise expands an ongoing understanding of the manners of directing and performing and practical work processes central to PeCap. It provides a primary connection between the physical and the virtual. The avatar with the camera becomes a medium of revealing the acute dramaturgical functions and positions of the fellow avatars and the virtual space, all of which need to be explored by acknowledging the affordances of both the concrete and the screen space. This performative ecology that draws on and navigates the virtual – assumed, imagined and subsequently embodied – aspects of the real and the immediate output of the virtual venue and subjects on screen, corresponds to the way presence is produced in Giannachi – mainly by indicating the necessary elements of environment within individual (intermedial) performance. Each given act and reaction of the performed camera – the very production of its presence – builds up a new conception of the environment the performer occupies and entails compliance with new syntheses of the virtual and the (virtual of the) real (see Figure 4). The intermedial composition and ontology thus achieved not only informs all performers of the stances, distances and anticipations marking the situation but also teaches them the peculiar acts and kinesthetic manners of framing required to expose and focus on the virtual elements essential for their performance and the exercise’s psychophysical impact.

MULTI CAMERA EXERCISE

The multi-camera exercise contributes to a layered presence within the physical-virtual environment. In this exercise a virtual camera is placed within each of the performer’s marker sets. This generates a medium of revealing the acute dramaturgical functions and positions of the fellow avatars and the virtual space, all of which need to be explored by acknowledging the affordances of both the concrete and the screen space. This performative ecology that draws on and navigates the virtual – assumed, imagined and subsequently embodied – aspects of the real and the immediate output of the virtual venue and subjects on screen, corresponds to the way presence is produced in Giannachi – mainly by indicating the necessary elements of environment within individual (intermedial) performance. Each given act and reaction of the performed camera – the very production of its presence – builds up a new conception of the environment the performer occupies and entails compliance with new syntheses of the virtual and the (virtual of the) real (see Figure 4). The intermedial composition and ontology thus achieved not only informs all performers of the stances, distances and anticipations marking the situation but also teaches them the peculiar acts and kinesthetic manners of framing required to expose and focus on the virtual elements essential for their performance and the exercise’s psychophysical impact.

In Figure 5 you can see the performer in the far interior (virtual) motif for one’s performance, since the multi-camera exercise demonstrates the potential for PeCap exercises to be used in the ongoing preparations of performers in our formal training institutions. This presence enables a directorial connection, each of the performers to the other, as well as establishing a firm link to the screen where the physical properties of their actions are used to achieve the pragmatic requirements of the virtual environment. The real time occupation of interdependent forms of staging in the exercise bears directly on the psychology and “kinesthetic awareness” that surpasses concrete spatial arrangements and exhibits a performance’s capacity to use its structure, dramaturgy and methods as an informative instance of representation – to ‘thoroughly furnish’ the perceived outcome. The intermedial ontology peculiar to the exercise is best described as an effective instance of adopting an exterior (virtual) motif for one’s performance, since the performers were able to distinguish as many as five overlapping but interdependent levels of rep-
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